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From the interviews, it is most clear lhat the parents do not have an accurate under··
standing of the 5D. It appears they base their ideas on their preconceptions of what they
think an after-school computer activity should be, on what they observe for themselves,
and on what they hear from their children. Ordinarily these resources would likely prove
accurate, but not in the case of the 5D which is so firmly grounded a theoretical framework. Theory is not so readily observed or explained by these resources.
The project is now faced with the decision of how and to what degree parents
should be educated about the 5D. Some undergraduates have suggested that the parents •
be actively brought into the 5D to obseive more of its operation and perhaps even to participate a little. This would be a mistake. The 5D is special in its fantasy approach to
learning as well as its freedom from authority figures. Immediately with the introduction
of a parent into the 5D, both principles are lost. On numerous occasions undergraduates•
field notes have reported incidents in which a child's parent showed up and the child lost
interest in an activity s/he was previously engrossed in. Bringing parents into the 5D is
not the answer.
The parents need to become more involved by becoming more infonned. The complexity of the project likely accounts for much of the difficulty in explaining it to the
parents. Despite different efforts at doing so, it is clear the ideas behind the 5D are not
being effectively conveyed to parents. Verbal communication with the site coordinator
and newsletters to the parents have apparently failed. Perhaps a better means of educating parents would be to do so before their child even begins participating. A Parent's
Letter of Intrcxluction to the 5D could be distributed to every parent whose child requests
an Application for the 5D that describes a routine day of a child in the 5D and then
addressed such issues as the role of the UCSD undergraduate as they were encountered
in the course of the day. Such a publication could be more widely distributed and in a
more controlled manner than previous attempts at educating parents.
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4. Uptake and Generalization of the System

Results concerning the future of an emergent, developing system are in principle
foolheardy, but our cumulated experience with this after-school activity system is
su:ffi::ientat least to provide some educated guesses about the near future: what may continue to grow and develop, what kinds of institutions are unlikely to provide sources of
growth, and what pitfalls lie ahead even for those which show strong signs of continued
development as we researchers withdraw to the role of university and/or community participants.
4.1. Uptake in the Community

Our greatest disappointment was that the staff of the Library decided at the end of
this year that they did not want to see the 5chDimension continued at their site, despite
the fact that the local Friends of the Library, which had sponsored the activities to this
point, was in favor of continuing them. There appear to be a combination of reasons for
this decision, but they all boil down to the fact that while children who participated in the
SthD also used the library, the activity was never seen as a major library function. We
have already mentioned that vis a vis its surrounding, the 5thD was relatively boisterous
and noisy. This was especially true on a couple of occasions late in the year when the
children became overly enthusiastic about their activities.
In addition, as a governmental (county) institution, the Library is underfunded.
There was no possibility of the County picking up the costs of a supervisor for the activities. At the same time, County rules excluded charging a fee for participation in the SthD
although parent support and income were more than adequate to the task. Hence, creative
funding by the Friends would have been required, which, in light of staff opposition, was
out of the question.
We plan to inquire if there are any substitute activities that the Library would like to
institute, but we are dubious about their interest. Only time will tell.
The area where we experienced the most enthusiastic uptake has been among the
Boys & Girls Clubs. The Solana Beach Boys' and Girls' Club is part of a regional and
national association. Once our system began to spread into a neighboring club, the local
regional office took an interest, and it is planned that there will be 5thD after-school
activities in three neighboring clubs in the coming year.
The Clubs' seriousness in this enterprise was demonstrated over the summer when
they hired two UCSD students trained in our program to act as site directors and committed themselves not only to hiring these students for the coming year (@11,000 per
center), but to raise substantial monies and make these activities a line-item in their
annual budgets. One of the centers has become so enthusiastic about the activities that
they are planning to expand their building and make an after-school
library/study/computer center on the basis of their past year's experience.
The third local site that has successfully adopted the 5thD and incorporated it into
their activities is the La Jolla Children's School. This success came as something of a
surprise for us, because we had been unsuccessful in penetrating 2 public school. An
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especially intriguing aspect of this school's interest is that it extends to actual school
time, not just after school. We know from a pilot study several years ago that under some
circumstances at least, the 5thD metaphor can be used to organize mathematics cuniculum in the elementary grades, but had not pursued this possibility in light of our concentration on after-school time.
The last local site that appears to hold promise for growth is the Catholic church in
the banio of Solana Beach. As indicated earlier in this report, it was only through the
extraordinary efforts of a Chicana student that we were able to entice hispanic youngsters
into the 5thD in the Boys' and Girls' Club, and our efforts to do so that the Library were a
total flop. In the coming year a Chicana post-doc with an interest in computers and writing among bi-lingual children will be working with us to develop this site.
In addition, after-school activities involving the 5th D have been initiated in two of
the distant sites that we have been in contact with via telecommunications, one in Chicago, the other in New Orleans.
4.2. Uptake by the University
It must not be forgotten that for the overall goals of this project as an experiment in
innovation to be considered successful, there must be uptake by the University to match
that in the community. Here, as in the community, the results have been mixed.
On the positive side, the University has provided both a half time ''media clerk" staff
position for assisting in making certain that the students involved know how to use the
UNIX system, to maintain the data base of field notes and the children's bulletin board,
and to help with maintenance of the small supply of PC's that students use to learn about
the computer software and how to engage in telecommunications from local phones.
They have also purchased a small number of PC's and the courses which support this
activity are a part of the regular curriculum of the Communication and Psychology
Departments.
Several problems remain, some threatening the existence of the University part of
the system, some constraining the possibilities of growth. While the courses in computer
networking and child development that we have taught in the past have been highly
praised by the students, and there is abundant evidence of the ways in which this course
benefits their development, they are not a priority for either the Communication nor the
Psychology Department. In addition, difficulties arise if, for example, someone hired by
the Communication Department to teach the course is not also a member of the Psychology Department, since cross-listing of courses is officially frowned upon. There has been
a good deal of nervousness on the part of the computer center about supporting uses of
the local computers which are not, strictly speaking, 100% devoted to education of
UCSD students. Arid, it has been a struggle to get replacement PCs for students to use
wheri old ones wear out.
These problems do not pose an immediate threat to the program, however. In the
coming year a new teacher will be guiding the course, a media clerk with appropriate
experience is on hand, and there is sufficient equipment. The real test will come in the
1990-1991 school year.

The problems to growth are more severe. One professor, teaching without additional
support, can be reasonably be expected to work with 20-25 students, giving lectures,
supervising field work and reading field notes. However, 20-25 students cannot be
expected to cover more than 3-4 sites if those sites are going to conduct activities more
than once a week (and some are aiming for 5 days a week). The answer here is to make
coalitions with local programs in teacher education so that other sources of faculty time
become available. This line of approach will be attempted in the coming year.

5. Year Four

According to plans laid down in the beginning of this projc::c.:t,
the last year of the
project will be concerned with two major activities:
1. Track the flow of activity in the system under conditions as similar as pos-·
sible to the long tenn conditions assumed minimal for systems maintenance and growth.
2. Analysis and writing up of the results of the experiment.
We will discuss each of these areas in turn.

5.1. Tracking the Flow
In the coming year the UCSD courses that provide the student contribution to the
system will be taught by a new professor (A. Nicolopoulou) without the benefit of a staff
to supervise the operation of the 5thDimension at the field sites. In effect, this means a
decrease in professional help for training the students at the start of the quarter.
This situation, while worrisome, is exactly the wony we have been striving to get
to! Will the course be teachable without the added help of a great deal of research assistants'? For purposes of next year's work, "teachable" does not mean, "Can the course be
taught by virtue of heroic over.vork?" but rather, "Can the computer media clerk in Communication provide enough support for training students; how many students can a single
professor supervise; can field notes be read with sufficient attention to provide the students with a good education?" Our hypothesis is that all of this is doable. However, the
class size that is supportable remains quite uncertain.
Simultaneously, a half time research assistant will be working with A. Nicolopoulou
to describe the flow of the system (and its breakdowns or deterioration!) both in terms of
quality of interaction within sites, community support, and student reactions. At present
we know the system to be expanding, but how long this will last, and what transformations in activity may occur along the way await to be determined.

5.2. Analysis and write-up
This progress report, following as it does on a summer of intense data analysis and
systems re-adjustment, provides our first attempt at creating a synthetic writeup of this
project. We plan to approach this task from two directions at several levels of activity.
Within the 5thDimension itself we are seeking evidence about individual change in
children and students as a function of the qualities of interaction that the 5thDimension
affords. This effort has involved us in coding written discourse for each of the manv children who have participated in the system over the past two-three years. At present this
discourse is being analyzed in terms of the kinds of interactions observable in particular
classes of task (an example of this approach in its early stages is provided by the analysis
of King's Quest above) and in tern1s of such demographic characteristics as age and sex.
rt is our strong impression from these preliminary analyses that the wholistic oortrait of
children's behavior that we have obtained from the 5thDimension will provide a unique
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aspects of the teaching/learning process in a variety of cognitive and social domains that
have escaped previous systematic analysis.
There should be two classes of products from next year's efforts. First, a set of
materials, procedures, and institutional arrangements corresponding to the new educational activity system we set out to create (such a set may, of course, look very dismal
indecd--time will tell!) Second, a book-length monograph on the developmental systems
effort we undertook, its major results, and the lessons it holds for future theory and practice.

Appendix 1

The Fifth Dimension and its play-world
Agelik:iNicolopoulou 1
LCHC, March 1989

"...the rules of the game. These rules in their tum are a very important factor in
the play-concept. All play has rules. They determine what "holds" in the temporary world circumscribed by play. The rules of the game are absolutely
binding and allow no doubt. ...No scepticism is possible where the rules of a
game are concerned, for the principle underlying them is an unshakable
truth ....Indecd, as soon as the rules are transgressed the whole play-world collapses. The game is over. The umpire's whistle breaks the spell and set "real"
life going again.
The player who trespasses against the rules or ignores them is a "spoil-sport".
The spoil-sport is not the same as the false player, the cheat; for the latter pretends to be playing the game and, on the face of it, still acknowledges the
magic circle. It is curious to note how much more lenient society is to the
cheat than to the spoil-sport. This is because the spoil-sport shatters the playworld itself. By withdrawing from the game he reveals the relativity and fragility of the play-world in which he had temporarily shut himself with others.
He robs play of its illusion--a pregnant word which means literally "in-play"
(from inlusion, illudere or inludere). Therefore, he must be cast out, for he
threatens the existence of the play-community."
(From "Homo Ludens" by Johan Huizinga)

1

Althoogh this document wa1 written by me, the ideas it coovey1 bdoo& to I.hecollective cultural heritage of LCHC.
A number of people, most impol'Wllly Mike Cole and Pe&Griffin, have collaborated over time in cn:ating, maintaining,
and ,u1tain:in1 the Fifth Dimen1ioo prosram. The ideas expn:ued in Lh.isdocument are pa_iticularlyindebted to I.heway I
have understood what Pe&Griffin has toid me in numerous conversation, wd to my understanding of what Mike Cole
w31 trying to do at site.

The Fifth Dimension structure is the world of the \Vizard. "...The Wizard has
created a Fifth Dimension, a place where all can meet and do great things", as the Constitution states. To facilitate the smooth functioning of the Fifth, the Wizard has left several
documents that explain what one must do everyday and how to go about it. These documents consist of the Constitution and Pcrsonai Map for the citizens, the By-Laws and
Record of Activities for the Young Wizard's Assistants, and even the task cards that
describe how to play a game at three different levels. (See Appendix A for a sample of
these documents.) Since the Wizard can only be reached through electronic mail, one of
the computers at site is dedicated to telecommunications where children write to and also
receive letters from the Wizard.
(2) The role and function or the Wizard
As the creator and author of the Fifth Dimension, absolute authority resides with the
Wizard, although very rarely one experiences the Wizard in unequal power relations.
While the Wizard can actually introduce any change in the Fifth, new changes always
originate from complaints or grievances about some aspect in the Fifth that was not functioning properly. When the Wizard announces new changes, he or she--even it (who
knows?)--always tries to justify them and present the rationale behind them. Likewise,
he or she expects t.hat the citizens and Young Wizard's assistants (YW A) will write back
and express their opinions about the changes, evaluate them, and even suggest improvements. Thus, the message conveyed--itbplicitly and sometimes explicitly--is that any
rule in the Fifth is open to discussion and negotiation between the Wizard and the
citizens or YWAs.
From day to day, the Wizard oversees the smooth functioning of the Fifth by making sure that the computers, the disks, and electronic mail is functioning properly. S/he
aiso makes sure that the citizens and the YWAs are enjoying their activities and that they
::u-eprogressing on their journeys through the Fifth. The Wizard is in constant communication with the citizens and the YWAs, who keep him or her informed of where they are
in the Fifth, which games they played, what they arc in the middle of doing, what progress they arc making, and also send hints about a game. If the Wizard evaluates the
hints as good and helpful, s/he will place it in an electronic hints box for everyone at site
to use when playing that game.
At important junctures and new decisions in th~ Fifth, the children initiate writing to
the Wizard, like petitioning to become a young Wizard's Assistant or to get a Free Pass
iJr to ask for credit for rooms whose games have changed, and so on. Equally, when the
Winni doesn't suffer from information overload, which---aias---happensmore often than
·Ne !ike, ,vhe, as the ail-knowing Wizard, might initiate a letter to a citizen or a young
:issistant Sometimes, it is to congratulate them on their progress, or to thank them on
been helpful to a new or young citizen, or for sending a nice letter to another site, etc.
But, other rimes, it is to urge them to focus on their journey and on their activities, or to
;,mint out to them how dose they are to either a door that they can transfonn their
,:reature, or to the goal of becoming a Wizard's assistant, and thus provide direction and
fncus on their activities. Unfortunately, at times, the Wizard even undertakes the dif&uit
role of rnminding the children what is the proper behavior in the fifth and urge them to
f,~re:1dtheir constitution :rnd By-laws.

I. Overview of the Fifth Dimension program

The Fifth Dimension is an afterschool educational activity that deliberately combines play with education to promote computer literacy. Children of elementary-school
age (from 7 to 12 years) play a series of games, one for each of the rooms in the mazelike structure that they have entered. Each game is accompanied by a task card which
specifie5 three levels of diffi:ulty to play a game and which, in tum, specify the child's
movement in the maze. The goal for the child is to visit all twenty room5 of the maze and
thus become an assistant to the electronic Wizard who is the creator, author, and still
supervisor of this and other similar Fifth Dimensions around the world.
(1) The concrete Fifth Dimension maze

The Fifth Dimension consists of a concrete twenty (or twenty-one) room maze
which serves as the focal reference point to organize and direct children•s activities. The
mazes used so far are open-top mcx.ielswith several dividers demarcating walls, and
several openings in the dividers demarcating doors. Each room has several doors that
connect it to the rooms around it, and all the rooms are interconnected. Rooms differ,
however, with respect to the number of doors they have.
The rooms are visited by little figurines (cruddy or transfom1ed creatures) which are
chosen by and stand for the children who are the citizens of the Fifth Dimension and are
making their journey into the Fifth. There are four main entrances in the maze through
which the children's figurines can enter. At each room there are two activities and the
child chooses one of them to play. In playing a game, the child follows a task card which
indicates three levels at which the child can play: beginner, good, and expert. The levels
determine the child's consequences of how to move through the maze. In general, the
higher the level the more choices children have in moving through the maze.
Each maze has a flat cover that fits exactly over it, which is kept covering the maze.
To move one's figurine, one opens the cover. picks through, and moves it. On the cover,
a 2-dimensional map of the maze is drawn, marking carefully the main entrances, and the
doors of each room. Sometimes, the rooms of the maze have names; then, the name, the
number, and the two activities that form the choices for each room are on the map. Children carry an identical map, but of smaller scale, in their folder so that they keep track of
their journey. The only difference between the main and the children•s map is that the
latter docs not indicate the activities that can be played at each room. In fact, the only
place that this information is available is in the central Fifth Dimension map.
A child that has chosen a cruddy creature and is ready to enter into the Fifth Dimension is ready to become a citizen of the Fifth. Upon entrance they receive the constitution to the Fifth Dimension, which an adult Wizard's Assistant assists in reading and
explaining. After becoming a citizen, the main goals that adults negotiate and urge children to achieve are: ( 1) to exit from a different door than the one they entered so that they
can come back transformed; and (2) to visit all twenty rooms in the Fifth Dimension and
become a Young Wizard•s Assistant. (The adults around the site have the status of
Wizarct•sAssistants.)

(3) The rules of the Fifth Dimension journey
The child, through his or her "creature," enters the Fifth Dimension choosing one of
the four main ~ntrances. Then she chooses what game to play and at which level. After
completing that level of the game. she looks up the consequences, which indicate where
she can go next. Sometimes, there is no choice of where to go next, but sometimes there
is, and the child is called upon to decide. In the new room. she chooses again the game
and the level she would like to play and in this manner continues traveling through the
Fifth.
At her journey--depending on the effort she exerts on the game--she might earn a
Free Pass. One truly Free Pass is given upon entrance to the Fifth, but the rest are
earned Free Passes that the citizens receive as consequences to some of the rooms. but
always at playing the good or expert level. A free pass can be exchanged for a game at a
room that the citizen doesn't want to play that game and she receives credit for having
visited that room. One free pass gets beginner 'consequences, while nvo free passes get
good consequences, but she can't buy off expert level.
Sometimes, when the citizen comes to a new room. there might be some good reason of why the child can't play the desired game in the room; there might be something
wrong with the equipment or the game; or someone else might be playing that game and
there is some good legitimate reason of why she can't join them; or the room is under
construction, and so on. Then, the child can fill out a Roomdto®docard, which asks her
to promise the level at which she, as sooo as possible, will return to play that game, and
so she continues her journey for the day taking the consequences for the level she promised. But, if she can't play the level she promised, then she must follow the new conse$
quences! Because of that, it is a good idea to try to complete the promised room as soon
as possible.
Other times, however, a child comes to the Fifth Dimension with a friend and they
would like to play together, or there might not be enough computers around and children
who are at different parts of the maze need to be paired up, and so on. The citizen, then,
who disrupts her normal course must fill out a Room-Done-out-or-Sequence card indicating which game(s) she played and at which level. Next time, however, she must return
to her journey and only when her itinerary brings her back to the room done out of
sequence, she can talccthe consequences for that room.
Lastly, sometimes the consequences lead the citizen to a room in the Fifth Dimension that is in sharp contrast to all the other rooms: the Dare room. If the child chooses
to go to the Dare room, there are no choices and there is no way of controlling her consequences in that room. She must roll the twenty-sided dice and go to the room that the
dice shows, ,no matter if this disrupts any other plans the child might have: like
transfonning her creature or visiting all the rooms in becoming a Wizard's Assistant.

(4) Children's roles in the Fifth
There are two main roles that the children can occupy in the Fifth: Citizens and
Young Wi7Jlrd'sAssistants. The citizens are making their journey through the maze,
while the Young Wizard's Assistants have visited all the rooms of the Fifth and are
experts in l O activities.

(a) Citizens and their artifacts: Constitution and Personal Map
When a new child enters the Fifth, she is given a copy of the Constitution that
describes the F.ifth and its rules. (Sec Appendix A.) They are also given a Personal Map
that children use to record their progress through the Fifth. One side of the map is
exactly like the main map and the child marks down, with the help of the adult around,

which rooms she visited. On the other side of the map. the citizen writes down sequen$
tially the activities and the level she completed them. In this way, one immediately
knows what was the last game the child played and at which level so that she can always
resume her itinerary. even if a long time has elapsed in between.
The citizens also write to the Wizard as they complete a level of the game. Many
times they are asked to say what they did at the game. what kind of strategy they used to
improve their performance. or even sent hints to the Wizard. The Wizard evaluates the
hints and either puts them in the hints box for everyone to use. or sends them back to the
children to improve them or answer questions about them.
Thus. children receive personal mail from the Wizard who encourages them to go
on. congratulates them on their progress. and also gives them useful tips about the Fifth,
or on any other topic about which they might have started a conversation.
(b) Young Wi:zard's Assistants and their artifacts: By-Laws and Record or activities
As soon as the citizen has visited all twenty rooms in the Fifth and have completed
10 activities at the expert level, she can petition the Wizard to become a Young Wizard's
Assistants. The citizen needs to tell why she thinks she will be a good young Wizard's
Assistant and how she can help her site and represent the Wizard better. The kind of
activities that the YWAs are asked to do are mainly three: (a) help other citizen in their
site and other far away sites play a game; (b) represent their site; and (c) become more
experts with computers to assist the Wizard better.
To achieve the first goal, they must get to know all the activities in the Fifth and also
become experts in more than just 10 activities. They can immediately help with games
that they are already experts at, but in order to get to know more games they have to
enter into the Fifth from one of the main entrances. However, they can speed their journey by answering mail about games that they know well and are experts at. For any good
reply, the Wizard will send them a Free pass. Also they can help other children by
answering mail for another site.
Sometimes, the Wizard sends them special assignments like making a photo-layout
of their site to send to sites in far away places. In this case, the young assistants are
asked for special collaboration. Or they are asked to answer mail that comes particular
to their site from other places.
Finally, there might be some projects like a logo writer. or a publishing software
where the young assistants are expected to participate more vigorously than any one else
at site.

(5) Adults' role in the Fifth

Besides the occasional visitor, a!l the adults who work in the Fifth have the status of
Wi:zard's Assistants (WA) and some have even been awarded the status of Chief
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\Vizard's Assistants. The real difference between WA and CWA is the amount of
knowledge and expenise that the CW As have about the Fifth: its rules. its games, its
citizens, and even the collective knowledge that the site has achieved, and so on. For this
reason. CWAs 'are given greater responsibilities from the Wizard and, thus, are in constant communication with the Wizard.
(a) Wizard's Assistants
All the students in class assume the status of WAs at site. They arc supposed to be-but mainly become--the expert members of the group and for this reason are trained for
two weeks before they come to interact with the citizens and YWAs. Their initial training consists of: (i) familiarizing them with the structure of the Fifth, its rules and organization, as well as the educational and psychological principles underlying the Fifth
Dimension; (ii) learning to initiate a new citizen into the Fifth and assisting an old one in
progressing through the Fifth; and (iii) familiarizing them and possibly learning the computer games that are used at their assigned sites. To be sure this training continues the
entire quarter through the class, but the first two weeks allow the WAs to obtain an initial
familiarization with the setting before they are asked to interact with the children, which
adds an extra complication.
After the initial training, a WA works with a small group of children (on the average
two) and assists them in their journey through the Fifth. This involves helping them with
any initial difficulties they might have, lil~echoosing a game, choosing a level to play, as
well as with any difficulties they might have during the game. The emphasis on the part
of the WA is to use the task card and structure the children's interaction, play the game
together with them, and thus pass on new knowledge and enthusiasm about the game:
Furthermore, the group must learn to work collaboratively as a team, learn to discuss
difficulties about the game, and come to resolve them with the help of other members of
the group, the WA, other members at site, or even from far away places, and so on, Getting the children to work together, helping them to conceptualize and communicate their
difficulties, and ultimately coming to create and share a common knowledge among the
members of the group is the goal of the class, the lectures, and the assigned readings. In
addition. writing field notes about the interactions with the children will help to reflect
back at what went on during site, assess the situation objectively, and think or discuss
with other students in class about alternative ways that one could have acted, and so on.

(b) Chief Wizard's Assistants
This ro_leis reached by the coordinator of the site who oversees the smooth operation of the site and who is one of the people with whom the Wizard is in constant communication. The coordinator is the closest to an in-site representative of the Wizard and
his or her major goal is to ensure that the citiz.ensand YWAs are progressing toward their
goals; that the equipment and software arc working properly; that there arc enough
resources at site; and that the communication between the citizens, YWAs, and WAs and
the Wizard flows regularly.
At site, the coordinator does not work with anyone in particular but oversees the
flow of the citizens and YWAs, pairs them up with other children and WAs. makes sure
that groups are heterogeneous in skill, and also attends and resolves technical or
academic difli~ultiesthat the groups might have with their games. Furthermore, he or she

is a majorsource of informationabout the games so that when he or she has time to play
with a group of children they manage to get much furtherinto the game while also getting his or her enthusiasm about any game. The coordinatoralso sharesthe successes and
even failuresof a game, gives to the groupideas of how to increase theirknowledge, and
even how to share their successes in the way of hints with other groups. Also the group's
cohesion and character comes to reflect the coordinator, who holds a high esteem position in the eyes of the children because of his or her close association with the Wizard
and the power he or she comes to commandover them.

II. Designing a Fifth Dimension
Besides the construction of the actual maze, a great deal of thought and effort is
directed toward creating a Fifth Dimension map. The map attempts to accomplish
several goals at once which need to be coordinated with each other: ( 1) the software
activities included must correspond in ratio to the available computers; (2) the increasing
levels that the activities can be played should be related to an increasing number of
choices in the consequences so that the children are continuously motivated to perform at
higher levels; and (3) provide genuine choices between the two activities in a room,
while, at the same time, relating them in some way to the name of the room.
(1) Software distribution
The forty activities required to fill out all the rooms in the map must be allocated
according to the distribution of the available computers. For instance, if a site has 5
Apple computers. 1 Texas Instrument (TI). 1 IBM, and 1 station for non-computer activities, then the map can include about 25 games for the apples, 5 for the TI, 5 for the IBM.
and 5 non-computer activities. In this way, each of the computers available is
represented equally in the map and thus the demand of each of the machines is kept in
balance. To ensure this balance. however, two more conditions should be observed: (a)
the games for the infrequent computers should be distributed around the rooms; and (b)
they should not be paired with each other in a room, but rather with a frequent computer
game (e.g., apple games).
.•
The non-computer activities can be increased, according to researchers' (or teachers') judgments, but the ratio of computer to noncomputer activities should not exceed
the ratio of 2 to 1. Also having a variety of different computers at site is based on the
realization that a multitude of computers is dominating classrooms and real life. In this
way, children can come to discover the great compatibility that exists between computers.

(2) Relation of levels and consequences
A general rule in the Fifth is that the choice of consequences must vary according to
the level at which children complete a game. (The consequences per room are found at
the back of the task cards that the child can choose to play for that room.) That is, when
completing a game at beginner level, children receive no choices as to where to go next
and must go to the one room indicated in the consequence card; when completing at the
good level, the child has more choices; and when completing at the expert level, she has
gained accoss to go to any of the adjacent rooms. This gradation of choices for the
consequences aim to push children to play at a higher level and, thus, to get to learn more
about a game.
(a) Beginner level consequences
If a child decides to play only at the minimum level possible and, thus, keep playing
at the beginner level, the beginner level consequences are designed such that they allow
the child to visit only a very restricted area of the Fifth; that is, from three of the four
entrances the child gets quickly into a loop that talces her back and forth between two
rooms, while the fourth one sends her to the dare room.

For example, in the BG club's map: (i) if a child enters from the entrance at room 9
and attempts to play only beginner level, then her itinerary would get immediately stuck
in the next rooms: 9-->13-->17-->13-->17 and so on. To escape this loop the child must
play one of the games at a higher level in either one of the two rooms. 13 or 17. (See
Appendix B for the designs of BG club's map.) (ii) If a child enters from the entrance at
room 19, this would also take her to the above loop very quickly: 19-->16-->17-->13-> 17-->13, and so on to an infinite loop. (iii) If a child enters from the entrance at room 8,
it would soon lead her to a new loop: 8-->11-->14-->11-->14 and so on. (iv) And finally.
if a child would choose to enter from room 3, then the itinerary would be interrupted by
sending the child to the dare room: 3-->4-->7-->6-->20(=dare), where she would have to
go to the room designated by rolling the 20-sided dice.
(b) Good level consequences
Playing at the good level. the child has more choices but not all exits are open to her
yet. In fact, sometimes the good level consequences send her back to the same room. she
could have visited if playing beginner level, but this time she gets a Free pass. In general, however, she has more choices than if she played beginner level.
(c) Expert level consequences
The consequences for the expert level give the child full control of her itinerary
through the maze. Then, the child is allowed to exit from any of the doors of that room;
that is. she can go to any of the adjacent rooms--even to the dare room, if it is an adjacent
room. (The consequence card for the expert level, however, merely enumerates the
rooms to which the child can go, and it might be a gocxlidea to write "go to any adjacent
room." This way the implication of full control would be obvious to both the child and
the adult playing with the child.)
The consequences for expert level carry further two interesting implications:
(i) An adult with a child can, while looking at the maze. plan the child's itinerary while
assuming and implying that if she did expert level at a game then she would have full
control to go out from any door; thus, they can plan the fastest route to a favorite game,
or the most attractive route, and so on. Thus, the moment the child has completed expert
level, the structure of the maze looses its resilient quality and becomes totally transparent. That is, it looses the quality that some doors can be entered from one side only
and not from the other. (This funny property is always present at the good level, but it
gets alleviated at the expert level.)
(ii) From the point of view of an adult designing a map: If playing at the expert level
gains free access to all the doors, then there is a time when the 5th-d maze is exactly ash
looks; that is, a door has the property that it has in real life. that it can be transversed
from either direction. Under this condition, we can estimate the amount of traflk that a
room can have; that is, the more exits that a room has, the more traflk we expect it to
have (e.g., room 11 at the BG club's map). Taking this property as our starting point, we
can place the shared and "favorite" games in appropriate rooms. (Of course, this is only a
rule of thumb and the degree of diffi:ulty of the levels of the games around it affect it as
well.)

(3) Choices or activities and names of rooms
When confronted with two activities in a room. the child should be given a genuine
choice. In gef\eral, the activities should be similar enough in type and quality, but also
different enough to provide grounds for a real choice. They should not be so different in
type or quality that there is so much bias that children do not get a chance to really
choose. In addition, they should not be so different, that it doesn't make sense to have
them in the same room. But, also they shouldn't be so much the same that the choice
doesn't matter. In addition, in many Fifth Dimensions. there is an overall theme or topic
from which the names of the rooms are generated. In these cases. the two activities
should share some common topic so that it makes sense to have them together in that
room.
For instance, in the Solana Beach Library site. the Fifth Dimension had the theme of
the world and, thus, the names of the rooms were names of countries. Thus, the game
"Odell Lake" and "Shark" were placed together in a room that had some connection with
the sea: the Philippines.
(4) Additional artifacts: Figurines and creatures
There are two sets of creatures that can be traveling in the Fifth Dimension at any
time: cruddy and transformed. A cruddy creature is usually a 2-inch high rubber figurine.
while a transformed creature is a larger NJ.dbetter version of a cruddy creature. When a
child first enters the Fifth, she gets a cruddy creature that represents her as traveling
through the Fifth. One of the goals transmitted to the child is to transform her cruddy
creature. To do that, she only needs to exit from a different door than the one she entered
in the Fifth. However, to concretely convey that goal. the actual difference in the appearance of the cruddy and transformed creatures is important Cruddy creatures should be
rather uninteresting, while the transformed ones should be magnitudes better.

APPENDIX A:
MATERIALS
f0R THE CHILDRENIN THE %THO

The Consti,tutLon. of
A dot is the first dimension

•

A line is the second dimension
Some things are the third dimension
Time is the fourth dimension

~

This is the Solana Beach Library's Fi..fth Di.mension

HI

This is the truth:
Young people play and learn with each other and computers. The
\Vizard wants to help (and get into the fun). There are Wizard's Assistants
of different ages, too. So, the Wizard bas created a Fifth Dimension, a
pleace where all can meet and do great t.hings. The young people can
travel

S

with creatures

~

~
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in the Fifth Dimension, they can transform the creatures, and let
themselves become Wizard's Assistants!

How to start:
1. Get your PersonalMap, your creature,and your Free Pass.
2. Enter a door into a Fifth Dimension room from outside. •
3. Choose an activity or use a free pass. Decide beginner, good or expert
level. Do it! Mark the wall chart, your Record of Activities, and your •

Personal Map.
4. Find your consequences.

(Beginners may have no choice of where

to go next.) Do the next room: choosing, deciding, getting a consequence!
5. TRANSFORM your Creature or Yourself. Go out a door you did not
go in and transform your creature. Visit all twenty rooms and become a
\Vlzard's Assistant!
f' continued vn other side),

Special Things:
1. To use a Free Pass: Give your pass to the Chief \Vizard's Assistant
(CW A). Tell which room you are passing because you just don't want to
do it right now (or, because ???). Mark free pass on your map and
continue on your journey through the :Fi.f th Di.men.st.on.. One free
pass gets Beginner consequences; two free passes get Good consequences; three free passes means the CWA is tricking you; report it!
2. About the Dart Room!!! It is awful. No choices. No controlling your
consequences. No passing by with a Free Pass. If you Dare to go into
this room, you must roll the special dice; go to the room number that
the dice tells you, no matter if it ruins your plan to transform a
'I

creature, no matter if it spoils your plan to become a ~izard
Assistant, no matter what! Do you dare?
3. About no equipment for the Room you are supposed to do:
•

Choose:
(A) Agree to do the Room later; fill out a Room to Do card and give it
to the CW A, mark your Personal Map, and proceed to the next Room .
on your trip. First chance you get, do the Room and get the card back .
from the tricky CWA;

0R

(B} Look around and see something else to do. Check your

ELECTRONIC MAIL. Work on the special projects that are going on.
Or find a friend in a different room in the f'i.fth nt.mensi.on who
wants you to work together; get a Room. Done Out of Sequence ,
Card from the CWA and mark your Personal Map and Personal

Activities Record. When you come to the room later, you will be
able to skip it and more quickly get your creature transformed or get
to be a Wizard's Assistant!
4. Any special questions. problems, complaints, suspicions about the fairness of the
CV{A, please, send me electronic ma.ii immediately. I must rely on you to keep the
Fifth

Oi.mension

a good place!
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Cues to the Big Public Map:
~-k + p +
meons use the Kaypro computer
(cake -k =kay; p +row= pro)

means use an Apple computer
(pineapple - pine = apple)
means use the Tl computer
means use something
not a computer!
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t,
Uho is a 'IUzard's
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A Uizard's Assistant hos
•
vi,ited
all the roons In the Fifth Diaension and has coapleted 10
act Iv it i es at beginner or good I eveI and 10 at the expert I eve I ,
Once a IJi zard' s Assist ant, a I ways a IJIzard' s Ass I ,t ant I un I eas

probation comes!
2.

Uhat

Assistant

is

on

probat

ion

probation?

and

•hat

happens

Probation

to
comes if

a

a

U i zard' s

Wizard's

A-,si3tant

doesn't keep up to date on the things he or she is
,uppo!ed to do. There is a kU&ttUcsR.a:ord. that lists all the
aesigned act ivlt lee,
If the probot ion lasts for too long (!ay a
■ onth), you are sent to the Dore
rooa in the nearest Fifth

Oi1ension, and then ... @
J.

Ho• do you stay off probation?
Make sure you coaplete the
things Ii ,ted on the AcU.Uics
7fa::ord.,
They are a 11 about
assist i ng the Ui zard.
So■e th I ngs are about gett Ing better
and
better at us Ing the coaput ers,
Other th I ngs are about gett i ng
better and better at he Ip i ng ne11coaersand cit i zens In the Fi ft h

Oi1ension.
Ho• does the LIIzard keeps t raclt of •ho shou 8d be on
probat I on 1
Every day you need to send a I et t er to the UI ZARO
report i ng the •ork t hot you have done. (AI so keep your Act iv it y
Record current,)

i,

5, Ho• do you get off prob at I on i f yo_u are on I t 1 IJe11,
when you roll the dice In t>cu-e,It gives you the nuaber of a roo■
to go to.
You go there and do a task and toke the consequences.
See, you hove to •ork your •oy out of an ex It to the Fifth

Diaension again. Then you 1111 be off probation.

t

6, Uhat does a Ulzard 1 s Rsslstant
do to start?
Fir,t, look
at your ktwUia
Jlcconl. You 1ust do ALL of the act ivit les
I i st ed in your record, before you can repeat any one of the•,
Also, in choosing an activity try to figure out 1hat would be best

for you, the Uilard 1 and the citizens of the Fifth Oi1ension, B
?. How do I ,tart everyday1 Check idour Aettvitin Rut>rdto ,ee
~hat you ore in the 1lddle of doing - 1here you left off taat tl1e.
*
':J

1lecor4 oJ .uti.a,i.tl.cs for Wi.za.nt ..bsl.stont.s: -------,,

!

Youmust do ALLof the ect1v1ttesHsted in your record BEFORE
you cen
repeat eny oneof them. Mekesure to checkeH stdes of your record,
As soonas •Joucompleteyour ecttv1ttes for the d~y,youmust wr1te to the
Wizard telling whet youdid. Also try to keepyourrecordof ectiv1ttes
current.
l.

JWpifflJ Ci.ti.ans of tu

'.flJta :Di.mensi.on.

1. BecomeEXPERT
et e gemethat you are not yet expert et. To do thet you
must enter the nearest Fifth D1mensionthroughoneof the mein entrences,
plan carefully how to get to the gameyou went The Wizardwin give you a
FREEPASSto speedyour wey for EACHgoodletter youtlnswer from any
NEARor FARAWAYpieces.
1

ACTIVITY

DATE

2. At the gamesthet you ere elreedyEXPERT
et:
Help a c1tizenor newcomerto play oneof these games1nyour FIFTH
DIMENSION;
mal-:'.e
sure that you are reeny coachingthem on how to play,
that you ere sharingyour knowledgewith them, andthet they all take turns
playing the geme(preferebly an except for you,unlessyou ere needed).
Wr1teto the Wizerdabout how the gemewent. Whetd1dthe newcomers
find the hardest thing to do? Whatd1dyou f1ndthe hardestth1ngto teach?
Give somesuggestionsto other WAs(v1athe Wtzerd)of what's the best
wey to help other peoplew1th the dtfftcult1es of the gemeyou played.
ACTIVITY:

CITIZENS:

DATE:

3. At the gomegyou ore

olreody D'.PERTot:

Help e citizen inc for owoy ploceploy e gome,by onswertngmoll obout a
gemeyou know welL

HAILFROM:

CHILDREN
TO:

DATE:

4. Wr1t1ngendpubltshingaboutthe Fifth Dimension.Docny oneof the

f o11owingectfvtties andsendt_hem
to the Wizard:

-

"'

**Write o story obout sometnc1denttn your local Fifth D1mens1on
**Write about the Wtzcrdendthe role he or sheploys in the Fifth
Dimension
**Write aboutoneof your favonte games
"*Review a gameby writing to kids at other sites obout the geme. Usethe
hints box (or folder to summer1ze
goodhints of how to ploy that geme.
TOPIC:

DATE:

t t.
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5. Checkthe electronic mon regulorly. Answerthe mo11from Chicogo,
Arizone, the Soviet Unionor from enyother NEARos wen es FAR AWAY
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HAIL FROt1:

DATEANSWERED:

6. Completee spec1olosstgnmentfrom the W1zordfor representingyour
Fifth Dimension.

11.t. '1ctti.ntJ 1'lors £xpA't WU& Compatcrs

7. Assist in connectingdeb1she11,
setting up the computersendeventn
checkingandr~patring the computersat site.
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II. Designing a Fifth Dimension
Besides the construction of the actual maze, a great deal of thought and effort is
directed toward creating a Fifth Dimension map. The map attempt! to accomplish
several goals at once which need to be coordinated with each other: (1) the software
activitie5 included must correspond in ratio to the available computers; (2) the increasing
levels that the activities can be played should be related to an increasing number of
choice! in the consequences so that the children are continuously motivated to perform at
higher levels; and (3) provide genuine choices between the two activities in a room,
while, at the same time, relating them in some way to the name of the room.
(1) Software distribution
The forty activities required to fill out all the rooms in the map must be allocated
according to the distribution of the available computers. For· instance, if a site has 5
Apple computers, 1 Texas Instrument ('fl). l IBM, and l station for non-computer activities, then the map can include about 25 games for the apples, 5 for the TI. 5 for the IBM.
and 5 non-computer activities. In this way, each of the computers available is
represented equally in the map and thus the demand of each of the machines is kept in .
balance. To ensure this balance, however, two more conditions should be observed: (a)
the games for the infrequent computers should be distributed around the rooms; and (b)
they should not be paired with each other in a room. but rather with a frequent computer
game (e.g., apple games).
...
The non-computer activities can be increased, according to researchers' (or teachers') judgments, but the ratio of computer to noncomputer activities should not exceed
the ratio of 2 to 1. Also having a variety of different computers at site is based on the
realization that a multiwde of computers is dominating classrooms and real life. In this
way, children can come to discover the great compatibility that exists between computers.

(2) Relation of levels and consequences
A general rule in the Fifth is that the choice of consequences must vary according to
the level at which children complete a game. (The consequences per room arc found at
the back of the task cards that the child can choose to play for that room.) That is, when
completing a game at beginner level, children receive no choices as to where to go next
and must go to the one room indicated in the consequence card; when completing at the
good level, the child has more choices; and when completing at the expert level, she ha5
gained access to go to any of the adjacent rooms. This gradation of choices for the
consequences aim to push children to play at a higher level and, thus, to get to learn more
about a game.
(a) Beginner lever consequences
If a child decide! to play only at the minimum level possible and, thus, keep playing
at the beginner level, the beginner level consequences are designed such that they allow
the child to visit only a very restricted area of the Fifth; that is, from three of the four
entrance! the child gets quickly into a loop that talces her back and forth between two
rooms, while the fourth one sends her to the dare room.

-9-
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For example, in the BG club's map: (i) if a child enters from the entrance at room 9
and attempts to play only beginner level, then her itinerary would get immediately stuck
in the next rooms: 9-->13-->17-->13-->17 and so on. To escape this loop the child must
play one of the games at a higher level in either one of the two rooms, 13 or 17. (See
Appendix B for the designs of BG club's map.) (ii) If a child enters from the entrance at
room 19, this would also take her to the above loop very quickly: 19-->16-->17-->13-> 17-->13, and so on to an infinite loop. {iii) If a child enters from the entrance at room 8,
it would soon lead her to a new loop: 8--> 11-->14-->11-->14 and so on. (iv) And finally,
if a child would choose to enter from room 3, then the itinerary would be interrupted by
sending the child to the dare room: 3-->4-->7-->6-->20(=dare), where she would have to

go to the room designated by rolling the 20-sided dice.
(b) Good level consequences

Playing at the good level, the child has more choices but not all exits are open to her
yet. In fact, sometimes the good level consequences send her back to the same room, she
could have visited if playing beginner level. but this time she gets a Free pass. In general, however, she has more choices than if she played beginner level.
(c) Expert level consequences
The consequences for the expert level give the child full control of her itinerary
through the maze. Then, the child is allq,wed to exit from any of the doors of that room;
that is, she can go to any of the adjacent rooms--even to the dare room. if it is an adjacent
room. (The consequence card for the expert level, however. merely enumerates the
rooms to which the child can go, and it might be a good idea to write "go to any adjacent
room." This way the implication of full control would be obvious to both the child and
the adult playing with the child.)
The consequences for expert level carry furthertwo interesting implications:
(i) An adult with a child can, while looking at the maze, plan the child's itinerary while
assuming and implying that if she did expert level at a game then she would have full
.control to go out from any door; thus, they can plan the fastest route to a favorite game,
or the most attractive route, and so on. Thus, the moment the child has completed expert
level, the structure of the maze looses its resilient quality and becomes totally transparent. That is, it looses the quality that some doors can be entered from one side only
and not from the other. (This funny property is al~ays present at the good level, but it
gets alleviated at the expert level.)
(ii) From the point of view of an adult designing a map: If playing at the expert level
gains free access to all the doors, then there is a time when the 5th-d maze is exactly as it
looks; that is, a door has the property that it has in real life, that it can be transversed
from either direction. Under this condition, we.can estimate the amount of traffi: that a
room can have; that is, the more exits that a room has, the more traffi;::we expect it to
have (e.g., room 11 at the BG club's map). Taking this property as our starting point, we
can place the shared and "favorite"games in appropriaterooms. (Of course, this is only a
rule of thumb and the degree of diffi:ulty of the levels of the games around it affect it as
well.)

•
(3) Choices or activities and names or rooms
When confronted with two activities in a room, the child should be given a genuine
choice. In ge~eral, the activities shouid be similar enough in type and quality, but also
different enough to provide grounds for a real choice. They should not be so different in
type or quality that there is so much bias that children do not get a chance to really
choose. in addition, they should not be so different, that it doesn't make sense to have
them in the same room. But, also they shouldn't be so much the same that the choice
doesn't matter. In addition. in many Fifth Dimensions, there is an overall theme or topic
from which the names of the rooms are generated. In these cases, the two activities
should share some common topic so that it makes sense to have them together in that
room.
For instance. in the Solana Beach Library site, the Fifth Dimension had the theme of
the world and, thus, the names of the rooms were names of countries. Thus, the game
"Odell Lake" and "Shark" were placed together in a room that had some connection with
the sea: the Philippines.
(4) Additional artifacts: Figurines and creatures
There are two sets of creatures that can be traveling in the Fifth Dimension at any
time: cruddy and transformed. A cruddy creature is usually a 2-inch high rubber figurine,
while a transformed creature is a larger c!,lldbetter version of a cruddy creature, When a
child first enters the Fifth, she gets a cruddy creature that represents her as traveling
through the Fifth. One of the goals transmitted to the child is to transform her cruddy
creature. To do that, she only needs to exit from a different door than the one she entered
in the Fifth. However, to concretely convey that goal, the actual difference in the appear~
ance of the cruddy and transformed creatures is important Cruddy creatures should be
rather uninteresting, while the transformed ones should be magnitudes better.
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m. General Guidelines for Task Cards
T~ cards are an essential component of every game in the Fifth Dimension, and their
quality plays a big role in determining how successfully the Fifth Dimension can achieve its
goals. It is especially important that they be constructed in a way that is consistent with the
theoretical program which guides the Fifth in general. In order to help people create new task
cards. or asses the ones that already exist. it might be useful to begin by clarifying (1) the functions they are supposed to serve and (2) the theoretical orientation they should embody.
'The task card for each game specifies three levels at which it can be played: beginner,
good, and expert. The levels differ in the degree of proficiency required; the intention is to allow
children of different ages. abilities. and expertise to play and enjoy a given game. Ideally, each
child should find at least one level available which is neither too difficult nor too boring for him
or her. It should also be possible for a child to advance from one level to another, if he or she so
desires.
However, it is important to note that the three levels should not be organized in a simple
building-block sequence. with each level serving mainly as an introduction to the next. Each
level should representa complete and satisfying game in itself, clearly connected to the cognitive
goals that the game is supposed to advance. On the one hand, this means that the child should be
introduced to these goals, and given some means of achieving them, even if he or she doesn't go
beyond the beginner level. On the other hand, while the higher levels should provide more depth
and information. they shouldn't require the child to have previously completed a lower level. In
most cases, the child should be able to choose any level at which to begin, and be able to back•
track to a lower level if necessary. (In the rare cases where doing one level requires the prior
completion of a lower one, the task card should indicate this clearly.)
If the levels aren't stepping-stones, what it is their relationship to each other? Toe higher
levels should work with the same basic framework as the beginner level, but should transform it
so as to enrich and deepen it Both the goals built into the game and the means of achieving them
should be easy enough to be completed by any child who wants to give it a serious try, if he or
she is provided with a little help (and remember that we have to accommodate a wide age range).
'The higher levels should be more challenging, and should give the child who completes them a
fuller sense of accomplishment
Often the games are already described in the booklet provided with the software. In writing
the task cards we often have to go beyond the booklet (and the instructions that will appear on
the screen), for several reasons. The most important reason is that the booklet instructions are
usually guided (explicitly or implicitly) by a difrerent theoretical agenda from the one embodied
in the Fifth Dimension. They rarely bring out the cognitive goals of the game; very often, when
they lay out a ~ence
of steps to follow, they reflect a stepping-stone approach; and so on. Toe
task card should be written in such a way as to make the point of the game clear to the child playing it. and should be consistent with the theoretical agenda outlined above.
Here are some of the ways the task cards will go beyond the way a game is structured in the
software. First, we often try to supplement the bare instructions with a story that will engage the
child's imagination; the challenge here is to embed the goals of the game in a framework that can
appeal to a wide variety of children. For instance, older boys are very interested in manipulating
abstract geometrical shapes by transposing, reflecting, and rotating them at high speeds, but other
children don't necessarily share this enthusiasm. We made such a game more accessible to a
wider range of children by introducing it through a story that asks chHdrcn co imagine themselves
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as architects and constructors who are making multilevel buildings (see task card for Tetris).
Another example: the system of X and Y coordinates, which is meaningless for young children,
becomes meaningful when they are prcst:nted as crossroads where a building is located (see task
card for Bwnble game).
Second, we often try to supplement computer graphics with concrete manipulable objects,
paper and pencil, crayons, and so on. For example, we help children discover the numerical key
to the pattern of lily pads in a pond (see Pond task card) by having them draw the pattern on a
piece of paper; count the number of lily pads in each segment; and then read out the numbers to
each other, listening for the repeated numbers. Another example involves the Superfactory
game. In this case, children are shown two cubes, one decorated and one blank, and asked to
decorate the second cube so that they match. The children are also given an actual cube and
cut-out pictures with which to decorate it; this helps them grasp the rotations and spatial relations
involved by actually manipulating the cube themselves (see Superfactory task card).
Third, since we want to use the games to enrich children's knowledge, we will often want
to ask them to look up information in books, atlases, encyclopedias, or any other resources available at the site. Sometimes this information will help them directly in playing the game (e.g.,
using a geographical atlas of the United States for "Cannen USA," or looking up hints in the
mailbooks). At other times, the intention is more to help them enrich their general knowledge.
In both cases, the point is to avoid having the game be an entirely isolated and self-contained
experience; we should find ways that it can help expand the children's knowledge of the world
and of issues in their environment, as well as their knowledge-acquisition skills. (Another way
we try to do this is to introduce themes that highlight similarities between different games in the
Fifth Dimension, so that the games can enrich each other.) The delicate issue here is to avoid
giving the children the impression that they are simply back in school doing assignments. The
challenge is to organize the games in such a way as to expand the children's knowledge and, in
particular, to introduce a quest for learning without coercing them to do meaningless or schoollike tasks. Remember that the play element should always be respected!
Finally, another crucial goal the task cards are trying to achieve is to break into the fast
pace of the games occasionally to introduce some reflective space. The children should be given
occasion and opportunity to reflect back on the way they played the game, and on how they
might play it differently and more effectively. Thus, we ask them both (1) to stop and think about
these questions and (2) to articulate their retlections by writing to the Wizard and giving hints
about how to play the game. For instance, in one game that requires rapid hand-eye coordination,
children are asked a few times to write down the scores (see task card for Chopiifter). In many
games, the children are asked to send hints to the Wizard about how to play the game. The
Wizard, in tum, evaluates the hints and, if they are useful, places them in an electronic hints box
for that game so that every citizen can use them. If the hints are not actually helpful, the Wizard
will send them back to that child and will try to have the same child, or another child playing that
game, improve those hints.

ROONSB:

BUMBLEGAMES

COLOMBIA

F:urr:::on the Apple 2·. 2e or 2c

BEGINNER: P1ty "Butterfl;d HuntMbrdgues'3inqtr,e row and column tr,,:it
t.rie butterfly 1s in. Use the hints thot the computer gi•.;e:;
,dc•ut.::,find it
GOOD:

[,,.::thE Beqinnff Le·-.1ei
u·,enplay "Tic Tok Tok'' bidpl,:icin,Jt~1e
Burnble Dot·; rn ,j rovi. Vou nee,j tvio pl;:i1jer:;. C1ecide what
polnt l:JOU
want, then tel1 the computer.
AN[1

the '•Hi:::::r,j,:ibout the 'li;jY ':JOUfigure,j out t",ovi to place
t.he dot·;.

Tei!

EXPERT:

[,o tr,e GoodLevel. then pL:iy "Burnble G.:1rnes··.
Dr,:i\.Y the
Bumb1e':;picture of a ''i'rhaltt.a k1te, ;5nd::'I r,ou::::;e_
AND

Fin,j out

··NtHit

,joe·; not do.

the first number ,joes u·,,:itU1s::.econijone

CONSEQUENCE
CARD

ROON5:

COLOMBIA

BEGINNER:

GOTO ROOM
6

6000:

GOTO ElTHERROOH3 CRROOM
4

EXPERT:

GOTO EITHERROOM
8 ORROOM
4 ANDGETA FREEPASS

ROOM6B:

.. • • d - .-\- ci 1I e ~-..., IJ,• r
,'('=1=- ';:; MU

CHOPLIFTER

KENYA
.-.
... ~

·=-nd
PH...c·,oLi:-s
.
•.J

i..

GEGiNNER:

\lou ,:ire a rne,jic in search of stran,jed and •yvounded
peop1e
in ,:iWi5rzone. 'r'ounee,j to saue ,:ismany v1cti m:;;as
p,n.;ible while enemy tanks .=1re
constanU1Jsr11:ioting;st
:dou. \;,'hile sharir11J
the peid,j1eswith a p;:irtner. tnJ to
n?·:;cue.jt ieo'.3ti3 people and return them :::.;:1fel1J
to the
;choo l t,undi nq.

GOOD:

[·o tl"1eBeqinner Le•...
•el, rescue i::it lea:;t I :2people
,jrtd return them to the ::,choo1. ::,urvive thrnugh the
,:drp l cineatt..:1
:ks whi1e st in 3h::.tri
ng the p,sddles v•nu·i ,:1
partner. \-¥rite i:: rnes:;a,Jeto tJ,e Vv'i
z,:ird about ··Nhatyou
U-nn~:made tt·,eairplane-; come. and write to the '•,'i''izar,j
··Nith t•iints on how to ·;.:1vet.!'"!e
oeop1ewi ttwut being rii t t11d
u·,eenern,d!
1

EXPERT:

Play one qame :;,haringthe paddles w1tr, someone and then
pl e,y one g~meby your:;;e1f. lt·t'ere1~ouab1e to si'Jvei:lS
rn;5nypeople by yourself? \~'rite to the '•rlizard about
\~hich gomewas easier and why? As !JOU :3e,ve each group
of people, notice the ch3nges in tt"ieattackers!

ROON 6:

KENYA

BEGINNER:

G("I'./

6000:

GOTO ROOM8 ANDGETA FREEPASS

EXPERT:

GOTO ROOM6 ANDGETA FREEPASSOREXITAND
TRANSFORM

CONSEQUENCECt...RD

,a r..("')0,.. s
I

UI

1'""

i

ROOMBA:

SCOTLAND

POND

Runson Apole II+, lie, or lie

BEGINNER:

Select the PRACTICE
option ~ndplay FormerJ~ne·s·Pond.
Help the frog find Hs way to the endof the patch thet the
lHy podsmake! Use the ~zerokey* to see the entire path
i!tnddrow 1t on a piece of paper. Doyou see 6nyrepe~ting
pattern tn the p~th? Count again! Put in the repeoting
o~ttern to make the frog jump and tell the 'n'i:ard wh~t
happened.

GOOD:

Do the BeginnerLevel, tr,en cr,oosetr,e Puzzle Pondsbut
·•,"r'atch
Hmm The frog 1stricky!!!! It doe,;n·tolways go
f orw6rd andsometimes youhoveto split stuff up! 'Write
a 1etter to the Wizard aboutriow you sp1it the numbersof
the HltJ podsup.

EXPERT:

There ore two tosks for exoert:~!
Select the GAMEoption. Get to ot 1eost one of the
Puzzle pondsand conquer1t! If you have trouble doing
this, try what the beginnerdid ondsee if it he1ps. (Tt1ere
ore a coupleof htnts in the goodlevel.)

Vouore go1ngto mokethe frog go 1r,circles or ot Jeost,
go bock-ond-forth, back-ond-forth!!.
Select PRACTICE
le•Jel,Former's.JanePond. Figure out
the pottem ondmokethe frog do it! Soy"yes" thot you
want to do the seme problemoga1n!But this time, 'JOU
must mokethe frog go bock to tt,e beginning! If you
achievethis, do two things: ( 1) Tell the Wiz~rd how you
did it!; (2) Press <control>E to Jet tr,e poor frog stop!

ROOM8:

SCOTLAND

CONSEQUENCE
CARD

BEGHHUNG: GOTO P.OOM
5

GOOD:

GOTOROOM
5 ORROOM
10

EXPERT:

GOTO ROCH5 ORROOM
6 ORROOM10

ROOM 16A:

SUPER FACTOR'/

Z I HBABWE

P.uri:3on Apple

Beginner: Her~·:;a ch;jnce to help the Wiz.srddecorate a bo:-~
u·;ir,g trie
·:uperf,Jctoryprogrom-- maybeH's a present for some special
per-sonor 1,-l(i:ijrd. Yousee the part the ''r't'i:erd hi% ~lreod:~done
::mdmatch H -- maybebeing more efficient (using le:3ssteps)
than the V·/i2ard.Then_.you odd decoration, save it on disk.
;~ndsendit to the Wi2~rd for other kids.
Here'sY':'hetto do:
Get the disk, BUTalso get the real cubeand tl1eenvelopewith
,jr:wr'ing'.3
endthe funn1Jshapedp~perin it (The pictures
an~the sameonesused in Superiactory to decorate the cubes.)
OieioseCHALLENGE
from the moin menu. ChooseCHALLENGERS
from
~hene:<tmenu. Choose'6/IZARD1 as the decoration to work w1th.
'-!ouare in the ANALYZE
part of Suoertocton~-- you c~n fiqure
out wr,at the \.i,'izordmodeso you con motch it
Ccr6fully loo~:ijt the cube.Hold downan Apple ketJand an arrow
/{ey t.o look:ot dHf erent side of the cube. Notice the little
:orner m;:1rf<s
on one s1de, aroundthe snaiL The corner mor~:•3
rneentJ,::it"$ t.hJ?
front face of U1ebox. See the ei:irnermork:3on
t.r,ereal cube? Notice, the styrof oamcubeo1sos::HJStop!
i

'!our first Job:M~tchthe 'wizard's decorntion using the real
CL!be~ndtr1epicture~. If you wont, you c,3nm~kett·,ecomputer
cube stort bi!ICk ot the front face right side up--ju·3t mokesure
the
bm~is ~roundRESTART
ond hit retum. Then use the eople-'
I
key endon an-ow to turn one step ot o time. Can'JOU get the
:;-nailupside down ond tr.en right side up again? Makesome
notes, mo,Jbeon the funny shopedpoper(which you can olso ·trr,jp
aroundthe cube!!!),so you'11rememberwhen to turn, which
':¥ay to turn Md which picture to use -- this helps with ...
'/our secondjob: Match the Wi:ard's decoration (or do it better
using less stept) on the computer. Movethe bo:~to PLANto
;:irugr~rntt·,ecomputer-- tel1 it which pictures to use, say 'Nhen
it shouMturn the cube end which wey so the 01cture·3will go
jn nght. 'lou can TP.\i'your pli:in.Test it on the real cube,
··.-'thilethe computer tries, too.
{Turn t.his p;::perover for rest of the beqinnerta·;k.)
1

1f ljOU tJ,1nk

it won·t m.stch/ 1~C'.J
1
•:::n EC
1T--ch.;ng2 it t,1J in·::er-tin,~or dele:.1n1~ C!\Ct,J,~:; or turn:; .
.~fttr TP.\'you can CH£Cr:to see 1f your cL::t:rn::r.e::U-11?:::,::1ri-,ecub\:'
•. ::, tl·-i=, ',;:.:1·c=.r-l'.:•
If r,,·,t
t:1:-1·
V·~' ;::•LAl1j
J:'1:!T s.,-,.-1.J T;,· ..
, "',(i:=.1·--.
U ,,,;,
J , ._
•
'' •• •
•
f""'t
l ·~ , '-' J I.
•.J -J

~

I

I -

,

I

-

·-

•

I

J

,

'- -

'

I

'.J t

1

I

1

1

•

(Hint HELP(tlwn HELP2 u·;inq tr1eapple cni:j.:irr,:,\..,..
r'.eys)i'3
]o,:,,j for 1de,5son ho\¥ to edit your plan.) ·~•!henthe check says
~ou ha':'!?the ngrit decor,:ition, 1Jo ti.'Kk to FLAN .5r1dzee if you
;jj,j it tl·1es,~mew~y o-:;the 'r:'i:ard--u·::e HELP3 to see the

\"r'i::.~rd'splan. (Mdybeyou did it more effic1entl1f 1 Then, m,5ke
nut~s obout the plan you want to usG in ...
"·'c,urthird job: Decor,5tetwo more sicie:5 of the bo~. Use the
C·ESIGN
p;::rt of Superf3ctory fr•:irn the main menu.Uf yo1Jare

in PLAN,u·zeTRYthen CHECK
then QUIT to get to the m,::iin
rner.uJ 'flrite the program so that you ha'li: the three s1des the
'•N'i:ardt1;:i,j but mat-:e1t so that you add two more sides! (You
,:3n use trie reol cube to help!) Sa·.'eit under your neme. An1j t.t"1en
..
·vciurfourth job: Report btJe-mail on Y,hat you did. Ten the
'w'i:.~rd\¥hot norneyou used in your thir1j job. A:3kfor reports
st1;:,utother kids who get to see your decoret.i on ~nd tr~ to
rn;:t.ch you!

I

•

ROOM 16A:
ZIMBABWE
Fun:::or, Apple

Good:

SUPER FACTOR'/

Hffi2··, ~ ch;jnce to helo the 1N'i::=mjdecorate a box u:,in,Jthe
Suoertactory prnqrom-- maIJb~it's a pr-esentfor somespecial
per·3oni::1rwizard. Yousee the p~rt the Wizard has olreod1Jdone
and match H -- m~1Jbe
being more efficient (usinrJless steps'.!
then the Wi:~rd. Then, you ~dd decoretion, save it on disk,
and :;endit to the Wtzard for other kids.
Youha1:'e f,)ur jobs to do. They are the same four jobs as in
the Be,~innertrr3k,
BUT

you use ''l't'IZAR[,2 aft~r choosing Cho11enge
and Cholienger.
It is tricky to match Wizard 2 this. Canyoumake a plan so
t1·1aton t.hepicture:3 end up with t.he:3ame side up 8'.3on the

V·li::::ird'scube? The sn~n isn·t hord; the squere isn't too
henl BUT, that ,:;ther thinq -- w;~tch it, it's hard to get it
riqht side up!
Look at the Beginner c~rd for advice and instructions about the
four 1obs.but remember to use WIZARD2 for thi'3 aoodlevel.
~

w

ROOM 16A.

Expert.

ZIMBAB'l't'E

SUPER FACTOR'{

Herl:'·; iJ chanc~t:::i t·ieic the \·/L~3r·di:~,::Y,::t.-:-

•=j•ri=,rj·.~,-+r,,-,,
l _,,
._,

#1..,

•

I

.....

....,

,

r"11""'*111
►- ..:l~"'"t-~ • I,., 'j { ' • f I

rr,.;t,f-'.;i
,
I- ... ·,...,

..;

1+·.:,
J
1•

:-4 ,-, ..-~·~Cr1~
,..,

,.., i

'#·

.,;

....

I

j ...

•:: be·: u·::mr;the

1·,..,,.. ,:(:,.,f..,~
•:pPL""l:=.·I
J
, • ,.. ,
,. .. ;

"" .,._-,

~;er:-cnC:( 'rn:.::r,j Vou ·;ee tt·ie part tt·11:'-;,/1::,5rc;
ri.:r:. .:;1readrd
donP.
an,j rn,:itcr,it -- m;:1dbe
bein;~rncre efficient. (1nrnqles·; step·;)
ttvir, tr,E-\.;'\:,::rt Then. I.JOUed,j dec::iratJe:n.sd·.;eil on di:3k.
end ·;er,j it to the v.;1:c:rdfor other kiijs

BUT
. :Jouu:::.e
'rt'lZ.t..FD
3 after c!",oosinqCh;:d1en,;e
er11j Cr;,:llen,~er.

Th1; 1s '/E.::i'it 1Jugrien,j \/EP'r'tricktJ. Even the sm:;il i·~uo·3fde
ctc··Nn.And %me p1cture·3are us~d more than once! 'iou h~d
tet.tff be VEF:'/careful during the enalrJ:e p~rt. ond m~ke\/ER'1'
·;ure the first job helps you with the other Jobsand makeVER'./
goo,~note·3before r3ou go into the PLANpart!
Tl1eVli:,:rd used 17 st8ps to make tr,e V./i:ard 3 decoration; can
you be more efficient? Oneperson did it in 14, witr1out using
.:in:dof the computer·s he1p, ond had o good witness to this,
t.oo. Of coursi?,the person \":'OSa 'tli:ard's ~ssistant!
Se!?'W~i~t 'JOU can do. Be sura that job four ha'.3lots oi
di::t::H1·;,
arl!:be sure to get o ··Mitnessif you beat the Wizard's
17 step-11

..::...:~•/ice
,:nd instructions for the four job·; ore on the Beginner
le·-1e1te·;L Dnly the third job is a little different: kaeotwo
of the $idE·~the s~me ~s the Wizard's but rn~kethe other four
siije·; oi thE cuti: occor1jingto your own ,jesign.

Heq,
ond m:!ke o choilenae
.. uou c~n 03k :!bout CONTP.OL-T,
.., for the
'-rl,:ard or other kids while using different pfctures, 1f you
,

~

CONSEQUENCE
CARO

ROOH16:

ZIMBABWE

BEGINNER:

GOTOROOM
20

6000:

GOTO ROOMt 3 ORROOM
20

EXPERT:

GOTO ROON13 ORROOM
20 OREXITANOTRANSFORM

TETRIS

ROOM 17B:
MONGOLIA
Runs on Apple lie (128K)
BEGINNER:

Youare en 8rchitect enda constructor desfgninga
modernbuilding,but as architects go you must have
creativity and1meginetion.The conditions of the
working environmentthat the Wi:zordchoosefor youare
rather unusuol!!Ilnstei.,dof choosingthe piecesyouneed
to makea building,they just f c11from the sky andthey
are different shapesendcolors. Voucon either move
them to the left (B), to the right (L}, makethemrotote
(K), endevenmakethem drop (J
Youore eissigned
i,t 8 far out plece to makethese
futuristic buildings. Dotokee secondto see whereyou
ere endlook at the surroundings!(To do thfs
hit 4 whHeyouere playing the geme,andthen hit P to
stop fore secondondsee whereyouore.)
Yourgoal is to make the pieces fit wen together so
thot your buf1dinghases few holeses possible. Youcon
connectthe piecesandmckehorizont81Uneswhich stond
for floors. Sothe more floors youmoke,the more
f omousyou'll become(Don'tget discouragedbecouse
your floors disoppeoros soonos youmoketheml
Set the speedthat the piecesf 011ot zero (thot's the
LEVELon yourscreen)andstart mokfnga bnmdnew
building (set HEIGHT
ot zero). Try to make at least
FIVE suchbuildingsandrecord your score eochtime.
Thenincreosethe speedondmokefew more brondnew
buildings. Compereyour scoresondtell the Wizardwhot
hoppened.Whotwere you trying to do os the pieceswere
f a11ing7Wereyousuccesfu11?Whotwere some
d1fficult1esyouencountered?Whotwos the nomeof the
laboratorywhereyouwere working? Checkwith the
ltbrarion or the electronic encyclopectio
to seewhot can
uoulearn aboutthe olace uouwere wondna at
,::,

J
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ROOM17B:
MONG
OU A
Runson Apple lie U:28K)
GOOD:

TETRIS

A fell ow construction/orchHect worker wos colled on
to anotheressignmentbefore she wos obte to finish her
building.Try to help her finish HI
Set your HEIGHT
to any velue higher than zero. Set your
LEVEL(speed)to enyvelue you choose.Makea building
that hes et least 3 floors/lines.
Tell the Wizardhow did you monegeto do that.
Did you do somethingspecial? Write e hint in the hints
box.Also don't forget to tell the Wizordobout the place
you were working ot? Did you find onymore inf ormotion
aboutthot place?

EXPERT:

Get someonewho is or cloims to be famouset making
these interesting buildings! In case noneof you is that
famous,do ogotnBeginneror GoodleveL
Thenset ony voluesyou wont you want for LEVELond
HEIGHT
porametersbut they must be higher thon zero.
Oneof you ploys the first gomeond record thot score!
Next the other oneof you just leave the somevelue for
LEVEL,ondot HEIGHT
hit the « option. This woy you
start with the exact someconfigurot1on.The winner
must mekeo building with 8 floors/lines.
Tell the Wizordhow your toumomentwent! Whowos the
winner ondhow doesthot personcomporesto the top ten
comrades.Don'tforget to reod somethingobout the ploce
whereyour tournomenttook ploce ondtell the Wiz about
it!

